
certain the nature of this liquid, though perfectly transparent ; it had lost
all its pungent qualities, its taste being quite vapid. The head was re-
clined on a pillow ; and as the covering decayed, it was found to contain
a collection of strong-scented herbs. Balm, sage and mint were easily
distinguished, and it was the opinion of many that the body was filled
with the same.

Many instances of the artificial preservation of bodies might be mention-
ed, still more remarkable, though perhaps less interesting, than the pre-
ceding. The tomb of Edward the First, who died on the 7th of July,
1307, was opened on the 2nd of January, 1770, and after the lapse of
463 years the body was found not decayed ; the flesh on the face was a
little wasted, but not putrid. The body of Canute the Dane, who got
possession of England in the year 1017, was found very fresh in the year
1766, by the workmen repairing Winchester Cathedral. In the year
1522, the body of William the Conqueror was found as entire as when
first buried, in the Abbey Church of Stephen, at Caen ; and the body
of Matilda, his wife, was found entire in 1502, in the Abbey Church of
the Holy Trinity, in the same city.

No device of art, however, for the preservation of the remains of the
dead, appears equal to the simple process of plunging them over head
and ears in peat moss.

In a manuscript by one Abraham Grey, who lived about the middle of
the sixteenth century, now in the possession of his representative, Mr.
Goodbehere Grey, of Old Mills, near Aberdeen, it is stated that, in 1569,
three Roman soldiers, in the dress of their country, fully equipped with
warlike instruments, were dug out of a moss of great extent, called Kazey
moss. When found, after a lapse of probably fifteen hundred years, they
" were quite fresh and plump !"

VALUE OF CONSTANT CLINICAL OBSERVATION
To the Editor of the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.

Sir,—Since you have indulged me by inserting my communication on
the subject of mania, in your excellent Journal, I propose occasionally
to continue my offerings, so long as they shall meet with a like favorable
reception ; giving to the medical public such cases of interest as have
fallen under my management or notice, during a long and somewhat ex-
tensive practice, with the hope of adding my mite to the stock of practi-
cal information. I would premise, however, that, so far as a thorough
literary and scientific education is concerned, 1 can set up no claims to
the attention of my medical brethren, in what I have to communicate ;
for, with such an education, it was not my good fortune to commence the
practice of our noble art. But, as a substitute for that kind of education,
1 have, from the beginning, bestowed all the attention possible, at the
bed-side of the sick, in noting the course of diseases, and the operation
of remedial agents, so that I have been enabled to treat those diseases
with a degree of success of which I see no reason to be ashamed, and,
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in some instances, to put to the blush the theoretically learned ones in
our profession. The inference to be drawn from this may be, that close
observation, at the bed-side, affords great advantages, and should never
be neglected, however extensive or profound may have been the theo-
retical acquirements of the practitioner.
The following case may illustrate this position. Some fifteen years

ago, being in Boston as a member of the Legislature, a female child, at
my boarding place, seven years old, was attacked with an irritative fever,
and was placed under the care of one of the city physicians. For three
weeks the disorder run on without much variation. I occasionally went
into the room and looked at the patient. It did not seem to me that the
treatment adopted could be so efficient as that which we are accustomed
to pursue in the country, otherwise greater effect on the disorder would,
by this time, be manifest. But, as I did not, up to this time, meet the
attending physician in the case, I made no remarks about it. The child
was now attacked with a convulsion fit, and I was called up in the night
to see it, and requested to do something for its relief. I told the family
that it would not be proper for me to interfere, in the absence of the at-

tending physician, and they had better send for him. They said he could
not be obtained in the night, and begged of me to prescribe something
for the child's relief. I finally ordered an injection ; and agreed to meet
the attending physician, in consultation, on the following morning. We
did meet, and I was asked what I supposed caused the fit, and what
should be done for the child's relief. I gave the opinion that the fit was
caused by the accumulation of viscid phlegm in the stomach, and that an
emetic should be administered for its ejection. It was thought, on the
other part, that the fit was caused by inflammation within one of the
child's ears, and that an emetic, at all events in the debilitated state of the
child, would be fatal. The emetic was not given, and the consultation here
ended. In the following night the child had another fit, and I was again
called up, and urged to prescribe something for it. A dose of castor oil
was administered, and another consultation agreed upon in the morning.
I again advised to an emetic. The other physician expressed his decided
opinion that the case with the child was hopeless, under any treatment,
and that, if an emetic were given, it would die in the operation. He
told the family that he should do nothing more for the child ; that he
would leave it in my hands, and they might let me do with it what they
pleased, repeating that it would die, at any rate, and very speedily if it
took an emetic. He then left the house, and the child to its fate. After
obtaining assurance from the family that no blame should attach to me, in
case the child should die in the operation, I gave an emetic, composed of
ipecac, with a little turpeth mineral. The dose was repeated in about
half an hour, and again in another half hour, before any effect was pro-
duced. A small quantity of very tenacious mucus was at length thrown
up, which was followed by two or three dejections from the bowels. Some
perspiration on the surface appeared ; the breathing, from being somewhat
oppressed, became more free ; and all symptoms indicated some measure
of relief. Before night, a dose of ipecac, alone was given, a good opera-
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tion followed, and a large quantity of extremely viscid mucus was ejected.
The ipecac, in full emetic doses, was repeated daily, for several days in
succession. No convulsions occurred after this course was commenced,
and a gradual amendment in the child was soon manifest. It went on
improving regularly, though slowly, until it was fully restored to health ;
yet, such was the reduced state of the child, when this process was com-

menced, that two weeks elapsed before it could stand alone on its feet.
The physician who first had charge of this patient, sustained the

reputation of being well educated ; but the many anxious days and sleep-
less nights, which, in the early part of my practice, were devoted to ob-
servation at the bed-side of the sick, gave nie, as I apprehend, rather an
advantage over his very superior theoretical education.
Bernardston, Mass., May 16, 1846. John Brooks.

HOM\l=OE\OPATHIC REMEDIES
To the Editor of the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal.
Sir,—Dr. Forbes, after having razed to the foundation the allceopathic
structure, which he found no longer tenable, is desirous of erecting in
its stead a. building on determinate principles ; for this purpose he wishes
to collect materials that have borne the test of experience.
Having already given the fact, that a permanent cure of a costive

habit to which I had long been subject, as I have reason to believe, has
been the result of the use of muriate of soda in infinitesimal doses, I will
offer for insertion in the Journal another fact.
About two years since, my daughter suffered from a tumor situated at

the root of the molares, which bore a strong resemblance to an osteocele of
a most intractable character. After administering two globules of plumb-
um, the pain was soon relieved and the tumefaction disappeared in a
short time. Did the infinitesimal dose of plumbum produce the reso-
lution of the tumor, and thereby prevent a formidable and painful opera-tion, which otherwise might have been contemplated 1

William Ingalls, M.D.

THE BOSTON MEDICAL AND SURGICAL JOURNAL

BOSTON, MAY 27, 1846

The late. Dr. Luther Ticknor.—An obituary notice of the late Luther
Ticknor, M.D., of Salisbury, Conn., in theNewYork Journal of Medicine,
is honorable to the heart of the editor. Dr. Ticknor was the president of
the Medical Society of Connecticut at the time of his death. We copy a

portion of the obituary :—
" Dr. Ticknor was born," says Dr. Lee, his brother-in-law, " in Jeri-
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